**Top 6 Tips**

**Maker Fun Factory**

1. **Gather the supplies you’ll need everyday.**
   - Wow Whistle
   - Bible
   - Sound Wave Sing and Play Music Leader Version CD
   - CD/DVD Player
   - Screen for Spotlight Slideshows
   - Microphone / Sound System

2. **Share your own God Sightings.**
   Have your personal God Sightings prepared beforehand so kids have an example of what's expected, and also make a personal connection with you.

3. **Take advantage of Family Ministry opportunities.**
   Use the Take Home Connector cards to encourage kids to have spiritual conversations at home!

4. **Take the leap and use mixed-age crews.**
   Tons of VBS directors agree that mixed-age crews ease discipline problems and simplify volunteer crew leader assignments. Try it out!

5. **Color code the “No Hum Drum”**
   Color coding will make it way easier to assemble on stage!

6. **Master the Perplexinator.**
   The Perplexinator is tough! To disassemble, remove the “L” shaped piece first. Order a few extras so each crew has a finished one to use as a guide. If it’s just too tough, consider the alternate - 3D Puzzle Eraser.
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